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I first met Sitting Bull in 2013.
We have spoken many times over the years.
I count Sitting Bull as one of my closest friends.
A Medium talks with the dead. But a Shaman walks with the dead.
A Shaman walks between worlds. I walk with one foot in the living. The other foot in
spirit. This is how I know Sitting Bull.
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When I was living in Paris around 1996 I read “Bury My
Heart at Wounded Knee”
The story of Sitting Bull having joined the circus, Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show,
troubled me. Because I knew that he was right to have done so. Yet I did not know
why.
Not until 2013. It was then that I saw the answer in vision. Then I knew. That is when
I understood.
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Only after I had seen the answer myself in vision would
Sitting Bull talk to me about it
I will give that story now.
I hold this man in profound respect.
Understanding this story will help in part explain why.
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The Sacred Hoop was broken
Sitting Bull’s people had been wiped out in holocaust. In genocide. In ethnic
cleansing. One can check this objectively in the Tao. There was Rank of Holocaust.
Rank of Genocide. Rank of Ethnic Cleansing.
So given this, why is it that Sitting Bull joined Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show?
Just like why the Irish fought on the side of Britain in the First World War, on the
surface it doesn’t make sense.
Sitting Bull was jeered in the circus. Spat on. Ridiculed. So why did he do it?
Why did he agree to join the circus? The very people who had wiped his people out.
Why did he agree to entertain these people? While many laughed and jeered?
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Sitting Bull had a vision of his people’s future
He saw his people being wiped out more and more over time until they ceased to exist
as a people. And so he fought back the only way he could. By preserving the memory
of his people.
He sold the idea of the Indians to the white people as something important. An
important part of the heritage of America. Something to be valued. An important part
of the culture of America. An important part of the history of America.
He saw in vision that this was the right course of action. He was right to do so.
The circus gave many Americans the chance to see not just Indians. But iconic
figures. Legends of the Wild West. It inspired people. Lifted people. It gave them
something to talk about. Something to remember.
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The America people came to understand, to some level
anyway, that these peoples were important
That this culture, this history, this heritage should be preserved. In getting this
message to the American people Sitting Bull prevented further annihilation of his
people and of other native peoples.
It was the only way he could save his people.
If you understand this story then you understand in some part why it is that I respect
this man.
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